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HAPPY NEW YEAR AND WISHING YOU ALL THE
BEST FOR A HAPPY, HEALTHY AND SUCCESSFUL
2022

Next Night Event - Rannerdale 06/01/2022-

Note the information on the website. The post-Christmas night events tend to be on more technical, difficult terrain so
may not be as suitable for novice, less experienced orienteers, although there will often be a novice course (or occasionally a night hawk course which will tend to be longer than the novice but is planned to be of relatively low technical difficulty). Check the website for full details each week, choose your course carefully and come prepared for wintry conditions.
(Entries in Racesignup and close tonight 23:59). Upcoming night events13/01/22 - Scale Hill
20/01/22 - Leaps Beck
27/01/22 - Sale Few and Hogg Wood

Christmas Events- Mawbray Dunes- Thank You!
Thanks to Simon Hunter for planning the event and all those who helped, baked, and took part on New Years Day. Results are awaited. A total of £375
was raised for junior funds. Thank you all for giving so generously.

Club Chase 08/01/22 - Low Rigg
For those who don’t know the Club Chase is an annual Club event that is handicapped so that (in theory) anyone could be the winner. You enter your chosen course on Racesignup (entry is free) and you will then be allocated a start time with the aim that everyone should be finishing about the same time. (12 noon) The first person to finish is the winner no matter what course they have
run and, as well as a trophy, you get the joy of organising next year’s event! (Full details are on the website).
Low Rigg is a lovely area of runnable fell, with lots of line features to help with navigation so it is perfect even for less experienced
orienteers. Entries close - Thursday 6th January 23:59 - so don’t dally!
Refreshments will be available at assembly- hot drinks, cakes, soup so please bring some extra cash and help support our juniors
with their 2022 activities.
Finally, if anyone is able to help on the day: helping with the timed starts, recording the finishers and/or collecting in controls
please let Anne Burbidge know- anne_burbidge@hotmail.com
15/01/22 - Penrith Beacon - Galoppen (BL) - Get those entries in. There are a variety of courses available for all. Club points go towards the

overall scores which decide which club (WCOC, BL, LOC, WAROC) will lift the Borrowdale Trophy at the end of the season.
LOC North West Night League - Haverthwaite Heights - For anyone who is exceptionally keen, after the Galoppen, you can also take
part in LOC’s night event on the same day. (Details on LOC website). Entries close - Wed 12th January 2022.

Twitter: You can follow @WCOC2014 and on the website-www.wcoc.co.uk
Also on FB—public and members’ page.

